R = {(έπ
We refer to R as a general Sierpίήski carpet, after Mandelbrot [4] , since Sierpiήski's universal curve is a special case of this construction [6] .
It is clear that R = {J[fi(R) 9 where r = \R\ and the f t are affine maps contracting R by a factor of n horizontally and m vertically. When n = m these maps are actually similarity transformations, and a wellknown argument shows the dimension of R is log r/log n (following e.g. Beardon [1] ). If n > m, however, a different approach is required, essentially because squares are stretched into narrow rectangles under iteration of the maps /*.
Our method relies on elementary probability theory to address the general case, and we obtain the following result.
THEOREM. The Hausdorff dimension of R is given by where t 3 is the number of i such that (ί,j)eR.
This settles a question of Hironaka's [2] concerning the dimension of a certain continuous plane curve whose self-similarities entail the stretching described above. By the theorem, the dimension of Hironaka's curve is Iog 2 (l + 2 (log32) ); his example is essentially the same as the Sierpiήski carpet R for m = 2, n = 3 and R = {(0, 0), (1,1), (2, 0)}. (See Fig. 1 .)
The theorem is proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we recall the notion of metric dimension and discuss the following result.
PROPOSITION. The metric dimension of R is given by
where s is the number of j such that (i,j)eR for some i, and r = \R\.
The equality of the metric and Hausdorίf dimensions of R when n = m sheds some light on the distinguished character of that case. Let X be a metric space. A collection of sets (X t ) is an ε-cover of X if X = UΓ Xt and diam (X*) < ε for all i. The δ-dίmensional Hausdorff measure of X is given by
We define the Hausdorff dimension of X by = sup {δ: μ δ (X) = 00} .
The determination of the Hausdorff dimension of R is organized into the following steps.
1. We reformulate the dimension of R in terms of coverings by a selected class of rectangles. 2. The covering problem is lifted to a sequence space through a map ψ: S r -» R. 3. A probability measure is introduced on S r , and we define a sequence of functions f k which measure the difference between this measure and the ^-dimensional Hausdorff measure on R. Here δ is the value of dim R claimed in the theorem. 4. We prove a) Πϊn f k ;> 1 on all of S r and b) lim f k = 1 almost everywhere. 5. We use (a) to show dim R < δ. 6. We use (b) to show dim R > δ.
Each step corresponds to a lemma below. Proo/. Note that
so we can pass back and forth between covers of R and covers of S r . Furthermore we need only change N k by a bounded factor in doing so. The result then follows from Lemma 1. The point of lifting the problem to S r is that coverings of a product space by cylindrical sets are more easily analyzed than coverings of R by rectangles.
We now study the size of the cylinders The constants a t will be used to define a probability measure μ on S r . First, let δ be the value of dimi? claimed in the statement of the theorem. Note that
we have Σ &< = 1. We take μ to be the unique probability measure on the Borel subsets of S r (in the product topology) which satisfies, for any (i u i 2 
The existence of such a measure is a special case of the Kolmogorov consistency theorem (see [5] Proof. We will construct an efficient cover for S r . Note that any ze S r is covered by C k for infinitely many k, since Πrn/fcOa:) > 1 > m~\ Hence C ={J k > κ C k is a covering of S r for any choice of K. Choose K large enough that Σ*>κ
Using Lemma 2 it then follows easily that dim R < δ.
Proof. Fix β < δ. We will show there exists an ε > 0 such that J^N k m~β k > ε for any covering C of S r ; the dimension estimate is then immediate from Lemma 2.
Let E κ = {2eS r :/^) < m δ~β for all fc > K). We know / & tends to 1 almost everywhere, and m δ~β > 1, so we can pick K such that μE κ > 0. Set ε = minίμίJ^, m~β K }. There are two conditions under which the Hausdorff and metric dimensions of R agree. The first is when n = m: in this case the set R is geometrically self-similar and both dimensions are given by log n r as noted in the introduction. The second condition occurs when the constants t ό take on only one value other than zero. (Recall t 5 is the number of i such that {i, j) e R).
As an example of the latter case, suppose R = T X U. Then dim (R) = log m (ufi lo * nm) ) = log m u + log. t = m.dim (5) where u = |C7| and t = \T\. Indeed, JR=Tχϊ7 where T and Π are general Cantor sets in R, and we are just asserting that dim(S) = m.dim (J?) = dim(f) + dim(C7) .
This also follows from a general theorem due to Wegmann [7] which states that dim {E x X E 2 ) = dim (EΊ) + dim (E 2 ) whenever m.dim (E t ) = dimCE*) for i = 1,2. We remark that the functions f k introduced in the preceding section are identically equal to one if the Hausdorff and metric dimensions of R agree, and the proof can be simplified in this case. Furthermore one easily obtains the stronger statement that the Hausdorff measure of R satisfies 0 < μ δ R < oo. It would be interesting to know if this last assertion holds in general.
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